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Address Nozawa
Nozawa Onsen, Japan

Hotel Overview
In a very traditional Japanese ski village like Nozawa Onsen, The Address provides something a little out of the ordinary - an
alternative to the ryokan experience. Right in the centre of the village, in what was until recently an old, dilapidated hotel the
owners have created eleven self-contained, sprightly, modern apartments, offering stylish accommodation with a colourful
mix of Japanese and Western design. From spacious studios, containing kitchenettes with modest cooking facilities, to
spacious one and two bedroom apartments – The Address is the most pragmatic place to stay in town. Enough freedom and
independence to help yourself to breakfast, and with enough space to lounge around, but with the buzz of the village on
your doorstep in the evening. Having said this, you don’t need to head out for an onsen, as The Address has its own hot
springs within the building. There is also a kid’s room, full of toys, books games, activities just for them.
In the one-bedroom apartments you can have a queen sized bed or a double bed; in the two-bedroom apartments, you have
a queen sized bed, and a double bed or two single beds. All of these are super-comfy, with fluffy duvets, and each
apartment has independent heating and plenty of storage space.
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Rooms
English speaking staff on reception throughout the day, providing concierge services
Complimentary WiFi throughout
Room cleaning service every three days, daily maid service upon request
Washing / drying machines, ski locker & baggage storage

Spa and Wellness
Private, in-house onsen
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Location
Distance to resort centre: 400 metres
Distance to lifts: 350 metres
Distance to resort centre: 15 metres
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Gallery
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